CSU Long Beach
Molecular & Life Sciences Center
CSU Long Beach used a whole-building design process to reduce cooling loads
in the Molecular and Life Sciences Center. This strategy enabled right-sizing of
HVAC equipment, lowering the system’s first-cost and reducing energy expenses
over the lifetime of the building.

S
Award Categories
HVAC Design
Innovative Control and
Operations

System Features
Right-sized VAV system
Low pressure-drop duct
design
Highly energy-efficient
HVAC system
70% airflow diversity
factor
Variable frequency
drives

Annual Energy
Savings
500,000 kWh
Over $60,000

Size
95,000 ft²

Cost
$1.6 million HVAC and
controls cost
$30 million total
building cost

Completion Date
September 2004

trict ventilation standards, health and
safety requirements, and constant
research activities cause laboratory
buildings to use significantly more water and
energy per square foot than a typical office
building. In fact, labs can require up to ten
times the amount of resources consumed by
an average office building per unit area. These
intensive energy requirements prompted
CSU Long Beach to make energy efficiency a
fundamental goal of its new Molecular and
Life Sciences Center.

Reducing the building cooling loads allowed
the team to right-size the HVAC system and
electrical equipment. Properly sizing these
systems lowers both the first-cost and the
operational costs, since an appropriately sized
unit operates longer at maximum efficiency
than a poorly sized one. A 70 percent airflow
diversity factor was used to size the Center’s
variable air volume (VAV) exhaust fans and
supply air systems. Subsequent monitoring of
the systems shows the building operates at
50 to 60 percent of the peak design load.

Using a whole-building design process, the
project team focused on reducing cooling
loads to allow right-sizing of HVAC equipment.
This approach delivered an extremely efficient
building while maintaining high safety, health,
and comfort standards for building occupants.

Post-occupancy performance data
show the building consumes less
energy than some non-laboratory
buildings on campus. This is a clear
demonstration of the project’s
success, considering the Center’s
program requirements include
44 laboratories, 114 fume hoods,
biological safety cabinets, and cold
storage rooms.
The design team developed several strategies for reducing heating and cooling loads.
The team chose energy-efficient glazing and
designed an efficient building envelope. Lighting design reduces the total load to less than
1 W/ft2. Occupancy sensors installed in office
spaces reduce cooling requirements when
rooms are vacant. Fume hood sensors lower
air velocity to 60 fpm when hoods are not in
use. Airflow is drawn from the offices as makeup air to the labs, decreasing loads further by
reusing conditioned air and reducing overall
air intake. At night, unoccupied laboratories
are reset to minimum air change ventilation
standards.
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View of the Molecular and Life Sciences Center.
Photo: Bob Soukup, Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry.

The team selected a manifolded variable air
volume system, which eliminates the need
for individual hood fans. This reduces maintenance requirements, increases fume hood
reliability, and contributes to exhaust system
reliability due to N+1 fan redundancy. The
system has four AHUs, each with two separate
cooling coils to provide two cold decks. With
this configuration, one cold duct from each
unit contributes higher temperature supply air
to the chemistry labs, which require more ventilation airflow due to a high number of fume
hoods. This arrangement effectively reduces
cooling loads and reheat requirements.
Additionally, grouping two spaces on each AHU
allowed for more diversity in unit sizing, which
resulted in smaller AHUs.
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Additional Awards
2005 Energy Project of
the Year: Association
of Energy Engineers,
Southern California
Chapter
Honor Award for
Excellence in Design:
American Institute of
Architects, Long Beach
Chapter

Contacts
Facilities Management
Associate Director:
Tim Ball,
timball@csulb.edu
562.985.8167
Engineer:
Kent Peterson,
kent.peterson@
p2seng.com

Team
Architecture: AC Martin
Partners, Inc.
Structural & Electrical
Engineer: AC Martin
Partners, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer:
P2S Engineering
Laboratory planner:
AHSC McLellan
Copenhagen

More Information
www.labs21century.gov
www.csulb.edu/misc/
inside/archives/vol_57_
no_15/f3.htm

Section Diagram. Image: AC Martin Partners, Inc.

Another primary strategy of the design team
was to reduce first-time HVAC fan energy consumption. All VAV supply and exhaust fans are
equipped with variable frequency drives, which
respond to low load requirements by reducing airflow rates. Variable frequency drives
produce substantial energy savings because
the power required to drive an HVAC fan is proportional to the cube of the fan speed. Using
an airflow diversity factor of 70 percent further
decreases electricity demand at the fan.

In addition to receiving an HVAC Design award,
the Molecular and Life Sciences Center won a
second 2005 Best Practice Award for Innovative Controls and Operations. A LONWorksbased building management controls and utility metering system is installed for the HVAC,
lighting, and plumbing systems. Trend data is
gathered from these systems to enable the
campus to continually optimize the building’s
performance and perform retrocommissioning.

Incorporating a diversity factor into
HVAC-sizing calculations is important
in laboratory buildings because most
lab equipment operates at irregular
intervals.

The U.S. Green Building Council
reports that properly commissioning
a building can increase it’s energy
efficiency by 5 to 10 percent.

A low-pressure drop duct design with simple,
direct routing improves airflow and decreases
resistance, yielding higher system efficiency.
A peak airflow velocity of 1500 fpm is used
in duct mains to minimize pressure drops. A
velocity of 350 fpm is used in coils and filters
to reduce static pressure in the system.
Manifolded exhaust fans are adjusted to
maintain a minimum stack discharge velocity
at 3000 fpm.

The Molecular and Life Sciences Center’s
innovative and efficient HVAC system saves the
campus approximately 500,000 kWh and over
$60,000 each year. The energy saved by the
project reduces the campus’ carbon dioxide
emissions by about 215 metric tons annually.
The HVAC system and controls cost a total
of $1.6 million. The building was funded by
Proposition 1A, passed in 1998, and is the first
new science building to be built at CSU Long
Beach in 40 years.

Best Practices is written and produced by the
Green Building Research Center, at the University
of California, Berkeley.
The Best Practices Competition showcases
successful projects on UC and CSU campuses to
assist campuses in achieving energy efficiency and
sustainability goals. Funding for Best Practices
is provided by the UC/CSU/IOU Energy Efficiency
Partnership.
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